as leadership, organizational change, conflict management, and systems thinking because it models the values of effective organizations espoused by Argyris and Schon: sharing relevant information, making free and informed choices, and remaining committed to your choice (Argyris, 1982) . The method is generic and can be applied to many different group decisionmaking situations. and Nelson (2001) have each outlined more than 100 methods for using the focused conversation method to create a collaborative climate in the workplace and in schools, respectively.
The purpose of this article is to introduce the method, show its links to models of learning, and demonstrate its application in a particular setting: debriefing the events of September 11, 2001, in three sections of an organizational change class. Although the example is an extreme one, instructors can find many other classroom uses for the method that will enhance their teaching practice.
Focused Conversation and Models of Learning
The focused conversation method described in this article uses techniques that are consistent with models of learning such as Kolb's (1976) experiential learning model or Ross's (1994) ladder of inference. Kolb describes experiential learning in a four-stage cycle that flows from concrete experience to observations and reflections, formation of abstract concepts and generalizations, and active experimentation. From there, the loop begins again. The focused conversation method is a way of helping groups build agreement on observed data, running through their reasoning to abstract assumptions, and get consensus on what actions to take. It uses four categories of questions that parallel the stages of Kolb's learning cycle:
• Objective questions correspond to the concrete experience stage. They focus attention on observable data.
• Reflective questions correspond to the observations and reflections stage. They focus attention on emotional responses that add cultural and personal meaning and build assumptions about the data.
• Interpretive questions correspond to the abstract conceptualization stage. They focus attention on drawing conclusions and adopting beliefs about the data.
• Decisional questions correspond to the active experimentation stage. They focus attention on making a decision based on the group's collective interpretation of the data.
Affairs (ICA). ICA and its associates provide formal training on all of the ToP® methods (see http://www.ica-usa.org/programs/cop.html).
The ladder of inference (Ross, 1994) , another learning model similar to Kolb's, is "a common mental pathway of increasing abstraction, often leading to misguided beliefs" (p. 243). The ladder has seven steps, listed here from lowest to highest level on the ladder: 1 . Observable "data and experiences." 2. I select "data" from what I observe. 3. I add meanings (cultural and personal). 4. I make assumptions based on meanings I added. 5. I draw conclusions. 6. I adopt beliefs about the world. 7. I take actions based on my beliefs. (p. 243) In addition, the ladder includes a reflexive loop, meaning that our beliefs affect what data we select next time. Ross argues that when our cognitive processes push us up the ladder of inference too quickly, we are prone to making conclusions without testing our inferences and assumptions. The ORID method is a way of keeping the conversation on track so that a group or individual can move steadily up the ladder without getting distracted or sidetracked.
Cunliffe (2002) argues that reflexive dialogical practice is the key to management learning because it requires learners to connect their tacit knowledge with their explicit knowledge in ways that challenge their assumptions, ways of seeing the world, and ways of acting. Cunliffe intentionally avoids offering techniques for developing learning conversations because she is interested in exploring more complex and nonlinear learning processes. From her perspective, the ORID method may be too linear and should be subject to reflexive analysis if participants are to become aware of critical issues embedded in the technique.
It is beyond the scope of this article to investigate the literature of learning conversations in detail. For more information on their role in education and learning, see Thomas and Harri-Augstein (2001) . ORID is one of many possible approaches. The author chose this method over others because he received training in the technique from ICA in December 1993 and had used it on many previous occasions.
The sections below define the four categories of questions in a focused conversation, give a specific example of questions used to debrief students after the events of September 11, and discuss student responses to the questions.
Before starting the conversation, the method requires the facilitator to set the context by focusing the group on a particular decision, determining the rational (or content) goal and the experiential objectives, choosing the appropriate questions, rehearsing the conversation, preparing opening and closing comments, and reflecting on the group's stage of development. The preparation format is reproduced in Table 1 .
For further details on how to create your own conversations using the ORID method, please see Stanfield's (1997) introductory chapters. Rather than repeat that information here, it may be more helpful to provide a concrete example of using focused conversation in the classroom.
Concrete Example of an ORID Focused Discussion: Debriefing 9/11 September 11, 2001 , is a date that sticks in our collective memory. Like the space shuttle disasters, Nixon's resignation, John F. Kennedy's assassination, or the attack on Pearl Harbor, most people who were alive and aware of the news remember exactly where and when they heard the awful news. I was in my kitchen getting breakfast a little after 7 a.m. Pacific Time when my mother-in-law called and told us to turn on the television. I was supposed to be grading papers that day, but I did not get much done as the events unfolded and were rerun on my television screen. My wife went to work, but she did not get much done either.
Eventually, I went to my office at the university and then to the cafeteria where a large screen television brought us updates from CNN. I sat in a daze with other faculty members and administrators. From time to time, other faculty members would come in and talk about their attempts to keep class going when their students' were clearly thinking about the tragedy. "The students wanted to talk about it," said one professor, "so I let my agenda go and we just sat and talked it through." "I kept to my syllabus," said another colleague," but it felt kind of insignificant with everything else that was going on. I wanted to do something, but I had nothing I could turn to."
As I thought about what we could do to respond to the tragedy, I looked for ways that would help our students cope without pushing them back to our teaching agenda before they were ready.
As (Galbincea & Tobin, 2003) . Her template is reproduced in Table 2 , using Stanfield's form.
I used the discussion format in three different sections of an organizational change class the week after September 11. Two of the classes were for fully employed master's students, one group in a master of arts in management program, and the other in an MBA program. The third class was for fulltime MBA students. I taught the classes at the University of Redlands, a private liberal arts university; and at University of California, Irvine, a public research university. The fully employed students ranged in age from their mid-20s to their 50s. The full-time MBA students ranged in age from early to late 20s.
Before starting the discussion, I made some introductory remarks about September 11 and about my unwillingness to go on with our scheduled syllabus before we had dealt with the events we had seen. I told them that I would like to use a discussion format developed by my friend Jo Nelson specifically for this type of situation. In the spirit of informed consent, I let everyone know that their participation was entirely voluntary. I would completely respect their choice not to speak during the exercise. I also mentioned that other versions of this discussion format would be appropriate in many organizational change situations. I hesitated to make too much of the idea that this exercise was related to the course material (although it very much is).
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TABLE 2
Debriefing a Major Trauma
Conversation Preparation Format
Designed for: Students The situation: A traumatic incident has just happened in a high school. The immediate incident is over, but students and staff are shaken and need to talk about what has happened. Students go to their homerooms for a conversation, led by the homeroom teacher. Hints: Some of these questions are difficult to answer, so if there are few spoken answers, don't worry. The very fact of raising these questions and following this flow allows deeper reflection later. It may be helpful to print out the questions for the students to take with them for solitary, small group, or family reflection.
Rational Objective Experiential Objective
To talk about their personal experiences To move from shock to beginning to of the trauma. To face reality and begin to come to terms with the situation. deal with it productively.
Opening
This event has shaken all of us. Let's take a little time to reflect on what's happened, so we can come to terms with it. I'm going to ask some questions that will help us gradually process what happened. I would like you to let everyone have their own answers-no interrupting, arguing, or judging what anyone says. In each case, I handed out a reprint of the technique and asked the group if they felt comfortable proceeding. All three groups agreed, although in each group, some members chose to stay silent. 1 Once we began the exercise, I stayed very close to the script. Usually, I design the questions myself, and I have no trouble improvising on the spot because I am an experienced user of the focused conversation method. This time it was different. I was one of those traumatized. I had to choose between being a participant and being the facilitator. I chose to facilitate first and then share my observations with the class after we finished the exercise. I was afraid I would lose my composure if I started to talk before I was ready. The debriefing script provided me a way to help my students and to diagnose what barriers might exist to us returning to our regularly scheduled syllabus.
Objective
OBJECTIVE DISCUSSION
Objective-level questions ask about facts and external reality as it is visible to the participants. The questions ensure that everyone in the group deals with the same body of data and that they are talking about the same thing. The questions relate to the senses, what is seen, heard, touched, tasted, or smelled.
The questions ask what happened in factual terms, like those asked of a witness on a witness stand. Facilitators must be careful in this stage to keep the questions open-ended, yet specific enough, and clearly focused. If this step is omitted, the group will be without a shared image of the event and may climb the ladder of inference too soon without a shared image of what the group is discussing ).
In our objective-level discussions, students talked a lot about the images of the jets crashing into the Twin Towers and about the events on the airliner that crashed in Pennsylvania and the "let's roll" heard as the passengers counterattacked the hijackers. Students shared how they heard the news and where they were when they first saw the video. They mentioned phone calls to friends and relatives in New York and Washington. No one lost an immediate friend or family member, but many people had friends and family close to New York City or the Pentagon. They talked about New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, U.S. President George Bush, and British Prime Minister Tony Blair's actions on the 11th, what each did and said.
REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS
Once the objective data are clear, the group will naturally want to react to it. At that point, the facilitator moves to the reflective level of questioning. Reflective questions focus on participants' personal, internal relationships to the data. The questions reveal group members' initial responses to the reality Spee / FOCUSED CONVERSATION 839 they discussed at the objective level. Reflective-level questions relate to feelings, moods, emotional tones, memories, and associations with other events or data. The questions in this level ask participants what they are reminded of, how they felt, when they were surprised, when they were delighted, or when they struggled. To be successful, the discussion must go beyond black and white, beyond likes and dislikes. It should encompass as wide a range of emotions as participants experienced during the event under discussion. If this step is omitted, the discussion will ignore the world of intuition, memory, emotion, and imagination that is vital to gaining understanding .
The students discussed their shock that this could happen on U.S. soil, their shared desire to wake up from what felt like a bad dream, their anger at the terrorists, and their confusion about the world political situation that led people to such desperate acts. As news of the revolt on the Pennsylvania airliner came in, they were elated that some passengers were able to thwart the hijackers, which suggested that such a horrible action would be nearly impossible to pull off in the future.
INTERPRETIVE LEVEL
At the interpretive level, the questions begin to guide the group toward understanding the meaning of what has occurred. At this level, the questions draw out the significance of the event for the participants. The questions are related to uncovering layers of meaning, significance, implications, and values. They help the participants consider alternatives and options. The questions ask what this is all about, what this all means, how this will affect their work, or what they have learned from the data. The facilitator must be careful to keep the group from inserting a preconceived meaning into the discussion, from judging responses as right or wrong, and from becoming too abstract or intellectual. If the group does not discuss the data at the interpretive level, their decision making will be devoid of higher order thinking and they will have no chance to make sense of what they learned from the first two levels of the discussion .
As the emotional responses began to subside, the students were ready to begin making sense of what occurred, although it was not easy so soon after the trauma. Everyone felt a strong effect. They had some desire to understand the politics of the Middle East a little better and to grapple with the terrorist mentality. They all felt that they had changed, but it was hard to say exactly how. At that early point, the change was mostly a feeling of sadness and disappointment that the world turned out to be a cruel and uncertain place in ways that most of them had been able to deny up until the 11th.
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DECISIONAL QUESTIONS
At the decisional level, the focus is on resolution, implications, and new directions. The purpose of the questions is to make the discussion relevant for the future, so the questions focus on consensus, implementation, and action. They ask what the group's response will be, what decision they want to make, or what their next steps should be. The facilitator must be careful not to force the group to make a decision it is not ready for and avoid pushing them when they are reluctant to decide. If this level is omitted, participants never apply to real life what they have learned in the first three levels .
The students did not make any big decisions after the exercise. Some participants advocated striking back, but at that point, no one was sure who was responsible. The invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq were not yet on any of our minds. They mostly talked about how to help each other in the weeks to come. In all three groups, we decided to check in at the beginning of each class period to see how everyone was doing and make sure no bad news had arrived since we last met.
The rest of the term we started each class meeting by going around the room and checking in with each student. Over the next months, several students were laid off and were able to tell their classmates at the check in. No one learned of any additional losses, although stories did come out later from students' friends and family who were close to the attacks and survived.
Learning Outcomes
What did the students learn from the exercise? They learned that it is permissible to express your feelings in a business school class and that those feelings can contribute to better decision making in a business setting. They learned that when traumatic changes occur, they affect people in many different ways, but that they can interpret shared trauma together as a group. Workplace violence and trauma occur in the workplace more frequently than we would like to admit. They have learned a method for groups to deal with the trauma and its aftermath.
When I shared this technique with my colleagues later in the month at a faculty debriefing meeting, one of them expressed surprise that I did not share my observations with my students in the course of the exercise because that is what he did. "You must be a lot stronger than me," I told him. "I didn't feel I could do both." Given the choice of facilitating their learning and sharing my story, I chose to facilitate first and then share. In Senge's terms, I chose inquiry first, then advocacy (Senge, 1994) . Actually, I did advocate a Spee / FOCUSED CONVERSATION 841 process for dealing with the trauma but did not impose my interpretation on them until after the exercise was over. I learned that I am strong enough to conduct class even when I am close to being in shock myself. I confirmed my ideas about the importance of bringing traumatic events to the surface and examining them together with my students. In doing so, I helped work myself out of the shock I felt and helped my students return to a place of productive learning in spite of the tragedy we all experienced. I gave them a safe way to discuss difficult issues without denial of what everyone was thinking. They all had their minds on things other than the course content. Given the dynamics of the classroom in those first days and weeks after the trauma, it would have been nearly impossible to move forward on the original syllabus. The focused discussion method gave us the opportunity to learn in the midst of a horrible experience. The power of the focused discussion method is that it can be adapted to many kinds of experiences, not just negative ones.
At a pedagogical level, the focused conversation method demonstrated how to use the ladder of inference effectively even in a highly stressful situation. The method allowed the groups to share information about their experiences, reflect on their emotional responses to what they experienced, interpret their responses, and make informed decisions based on valid information. These aspects of the conversation make them a good fit for any course in which leadership, teamwork, or interpersonal relationships are important.
Other Applications for Focused Discussion
Although the ORID technique is obviously helpful in the classroom, it is important to explain its structure to students and to train them in its use. It can then become part of their managerial skill set. The sections below will examine each of these categories in more detail to discuss how they can be used in the classroom and at work.
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EVALUATING AND REVIEWING
Many management courses address evaluation of data and performance. The focused discussion method is ideally suited to gathering information from a group about a variety of issues including projects, seminars, reports, trade shows, or team performance. Table 3 gives 15 examples from that apply the method to review and evaluation tasks. For example, if an instructor requires students to complete group projects, a focused discussion could be used to debrief their experience working as a team.
In my Leadership course in January 2003, I used the discussion method to evaluate the events of the course. The course used an unusual format that required students to write individual contracts for their group, individual, oral, and written work. In class, groups presented material to the rest of the class. The discussion revealed that the experimental format made some students very uneasy at first, but they gradually became more comfortable with it as the term progressed. They attributed their discomfort to the dissonance between being totally self-directed in their learning and being directed in everything by their instructors, as they had in prior classes. Their decisions included a recommendation to change to a different textbook and for the instructor to spend more time in front of the class, not just in one-on-one meetings.
In the workplace, one use for the ORID method is to discuss a new marketing package. suggests that the discussion can be used to push past initial impressions and create an in-depth appraisal with concrete By focusing the group on the future, the discussion can prevent group members from becoming defensive about past work that is no longer appropriate.
PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Focused discussion is also well suited to a variety of planning and preparation tasks that are at the core of the managerial functions. suggests 18 ways to use the discussion method for planning, as shown in Table 4 . For a related method of participative strategic planning, consult Spencer (1989) . The conversation on preparing to write a group report would be relevant in any management course that requires a group project.
In the workplace, one use suggested by is preparing a symbol or slogan that identifies the organization to its members and supporters for a particular campaign or project. The objective questions focus on memorable slogans from other groups or campaigns and images that accom-
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TABLE 4
Conversations for Preparation and Planning panied the slogans. The questions also focus on what the tasks and goals of the effort are that the slogan must encompass. The reflective questions focus on what will be fun, challenging, or gratifying about the project as well as what images the group associates with those emotions. The interpretive questions focus on the messages or images of which group members will need to remind themselves to stay motivated. The decisional questions filter the brainstorms from the interpretive questions to find the most powerful images and words for describing the campaign. This exercise requires the group to unleash its creativity, so it should be held in a fun atmosphere.
COACHING AND MENTORING
The next set of conversations is particularly helpful for teaching students to hold each other accountable and for building skill sets based on the shared expertise of the students in a class. In 1996, I used an ORID conversation in a conflict management course to debrief the class's experience with another instructor. Nearly every member of the group was in a conflict with the same instructor over a major research project. The instructor had returned their first drafts with what they felt was an excessive amount of negative comments. Since that time, he had been unavailable for consultation, leaving them outraged and confused. Their outrage was justifiable in their minds because of the importance of the project in completing their degrees. As a group, they decided to reestablish contact with him and restart work on their projects. By graduation, the situation had improved to the point where the instructor received a nice gift from the group thanking him for getting them through the difficult process. Table 5 lists 12 suggested ways to use the conversation method, including for instructor evaluation and resolving misunderstanding.
One simple workplace application is calming an upset customer (Stanfield, 1997). The conversation proceeds as follows :
I can see that you are very angry. I want to understand the problem, and get it dealt with to your satisfaction. So tell me, please, what happened (Objective)? What difficulties has this caused you (Reflective)? At this point, what would you like from us to deal with the problem (Interpretive)? OK, I understand you want A. ____, B. ____, is that correct? Which steps would you like us to take first? Second? Is this moving in the right direction? Is there anything else we need to do (Decisional)? I'm most grateful to you for bringing this matter to our attention. We will do everything we can to deal with this problem in a way that is satisfactory to you. (p. 106)
The beauty of the ORID method is that it allows the participant to share valid information about the problem and propose suggestions to resolve it.
The facilitator does not try to solve the problem yet. That could require additional input from others in the organization. The customer knows that the issue is still unresolved, but at least his or her frustration has been vented.
INTERPRETING INFORMATION
Many managerial tasks require interpreting information, reducing ambiguity in the face of uncertainty. suggests 14 applications of the discussion method for interpreting information. Several of the conversations, such as discerning social trends, analyzing budget performance, and reflecting on a reorganization proposal, are directly applicable in a strategic management course and could be used in the context of a case study analysis (see Table 6 ).
For example, a discussion for interpreting an organizational change (Stanfield, 1997) could be very helpful both in the classroom and in the workplace. The discussion helps to clarify changes in the external environment that could affect the participants'organization. The objective questions focus attention on recent headlines related to organizations and change. The reflective questions ask which of the headlines were surprising and which might be applicable in the participants'setting. The interpretive questions ask which of the changes in other organizations will have a broader effect on society as a whole and on their organization in particular. The decisional questions ask participants whether any of the changes require a response from the organization. This exercise can be very helpful in developing a learning team.
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TABLE 5
Conversations for Coaching and Mentoring
DECISION MAKING
As the September 11 example above demonstrated, the focused discussion method is particularly well suited to collaborative decision making. Determining priorities, making team assignments, and developing shared standards for quality are all key elements of the manager's job.
A few years ago, I had a small computer laboratory set up that allowed me to demonstrate the use of group decision-making software. An instructor in our information systems degree program asked me to demonstrate the software to a group that was nearly finished with their course work. When I learned from the instructor that the group had a high level of dissatisfaction, I programmed the lab to ask ORID questions about what they as a group should do in response to their concerns about the program. As they worked through the questions, it became clear that not everyone was equally dissatisfied. It also became clear that they did not have consensus about the sources of their dissatisfaction or about what actions to take. In the decisional phase of the conversation, we used a voting feature of the software to rate several alternatives the group had proposed. The highest scoring option, meeting with the university president, also had the highest standard deviation. The lowest scoring option, to do nothing, had the lowest standard deviation. The group discovered that the only thing its members agreed on was to continue complaining and not take any action to resolve their concerns. Table 7 gives 13 examples of how to use the discussion method in decision making.
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Conversations for Interpreting Information
One application for the workplace is to determine program priorities for an organization . To set the context, the facilitator sets up flip charts with data about income, expenses, staffing, and other key metrics for each program. The objective questions ask participants what they notice from examining the charts and tables on the charts. The reflective questions ask which programs are doing well and which are experiencing difficulties. The interpretive questions begin the evaluation process by asking which programs are easiest to accomplish and which provide the most value for clients or customers. The decisional questions divide the programs into high, medium, and low priority based on the answers to the interpretive questions. The group can decide how to proceed based on the priority levels set, thus laying the groundwork for other aspects of a business review.
MANAGING AND SUPERVISING
Supervision is a key management task, especially in courses on human resources. The conversations in Table 8 deal with a wide range of issues that managers must address. The strength of the discussion method is that it allows for these tasks to be done collectively in ways that build group consensus, although it can also be used for collecting the information from each member of a team one at a time.
One individual-level discussion technique is the performance appraisal . The discussion determines how a staff member is working in a way that helps him or her feel valued and highly motivated to succeed. The objective questions focus on how the work has gone since the previous 848 JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION / December 2005   TABLE 7 Decision-Making Conversations appraisal and whether the job description has changed. The reflective questions ask about biggest accomplishments and biggest frustrations. The interpretive questions ask the employee about his or her most significant contributions, what he or she wants to accomplish for the future, where the blocks to success occurred, and how the supervisor and the organization can help to remove those blocks. The decisional questions ask the employee to identify next steps needed to move forward on his or her goals. Stanfield notes that this type of conversation works best in organizations with high levels of trust and weak hierarchies. It requires a continued commitment to the dialogue, not one-time use.
PERSONAL AND CELEBRATIVE
Team leadership requires interventions that build relationships between team members (Hill, 2001 ). The conversations listed in Table 9 will help groups share memories with each other and celebrate their successes. In the hyper-critical world of academe, modeling relationship building with students using these conversations could be vital to helping them achieve balance in their future careers as managers.
An unusual workplace application is a group reflection at a colleague's retirement . The discussion acknowledges that the employee Spee / FOCUSED CONVERSATION 849 These are only a few examples of how the focused discussion method can be used once someone learns the overall framework.
Where to Next?
This list is by no means exhaustive. Nelson (2001) has an additional 100 templates specifically addressed toward using the discussion method in schools. The focused discussion method is generic enough to be used in conjunction with any content an instructor chooses to present regardless of the teaching strategy used. It can be used to follow up an experiential exercise, a film, a lecture, or a guest speaker. Although the method demonstrates the use of advocacy and inquiry recommended by Ross and Roberts (1994) , it is not necessary to explicitly teach content about the ladder of inference when using the discussion method. The method is effective even when the participants are not familiar with how or why it works. In courses where organizational learning is a topic, however, an instructor can use both the method and a discussion about how it worked that will help students grasp a deeper meaning of difficult concepts such as advocacy and inquiry by demonstrating how to build a collaborative climate.
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TABLE 9
Personal and Celebrative Conversations
